Science Question
How do we incorporate machine learning-produced biomass maps into the forest aboveground biomass estimation process while quantifying uncertainty with statistical rigor?

Analysis
We compared four forest aboveground biomass estimators for the state of Oregon:
- Direct (DR) - where only the machine learning map is used, trained using stakeholder-contributed field plots
- Design-based (DB) - where only USFS Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) field data are used
- Model-assisted (MA) - where both the machine learning map and FIA field data are used in a design-based statistical paradigm
- Geostatistical-model-based (GMB) - where both the machine learning map and FIA data are used in a model-based statistical paradigm

Results
- The MA and GMB estimators appear to correct for the bias apparent in the machine learning biomass map.
- The MA and GMB estimators tend to produce estimates with uncertainties similar to the DB approach at the state level.
- The MA and GMB estimators tend to produce estimates with lower uncertainties than the DB approach in counties with moderate FIA field sample sizes (e.g., 30 - 100 plots).
- The GMB estimator produces more precise estimates than the MA and DB estimators in smaller counties where FIA field sample sizes are below 30.

Significance
Carbon trading markets require statistically rigorous estimates of forest carbon with uncertainty to correctly allocate carbon credits to landowners. This work demonstrates how machine learning-produced maps of aboveground biomass can be used in a statistical estimation process to improve precision and correct for map bias. The model-assisted and geostatistical-model-based methods detailed here provide an avenue to improve forest carbon estimation and reduce costs by leveraging the wealth of forest carbon information contained in biomass map products that are made with remotely sensed data and machine learning models.
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